The Progressive Coalition that never was – lessons from the Ashdown–Blair ‘project’
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Report by Douglas Oliver

A s the Liberal Democrat–Conservative coalition centres its parliamentary mid-term, the Labour and Lib Dem History Groups met in Westminster to reflect upon another, past, attempt at inter-party collaboration: the 1990s ‘Project’, initiated by Tony Blair and Paddy Ashdown, to defeat British Conservatism and redefine the British political centre-ground.

The fourth successive Tory general election victory in April 1992 provided an existential challenge to the British political left and liberal centre: despite the difficulties of the post-Thatcher transition, John Major’s victory led many to believe that the forces of ‘Progressivism’ could never win in Britain again.

Whilst the 1997 general election did result in an eventual defeat of Toryism, the historic Blair landslide also eventually left the Red–Yellow cooperative initiative buried, at least by the time of Ashdown’s retirement from the Liberal Democrat leadership in 1999.

However, despite this, almost two decades on, in the context of a Yellow–Blue coalition, the period’s relevance to British political life seems enduringly salient. As evidence of that, three of the key protagonists in the ‘Project’ – Paddy Ashdown, Pat McFadden and Roger Liddle – chaired by The Independent’s Steve Richards, were re-united to speak of its impact and moment, as well as its relevance for today, in front of an audience of over a hundred members of the History Groups of both parties.

Pat McFadden was a key adviser to the Labour Party throughout the 1990s, and his career spanned John Smith’s leadership as well as Tony Blair’s ascent to power as party leader and Prime Minister, in the aftermath of Smith’s untimely death in May 1994. McFadden later became a Labour government minister under Gordon Brown, and remains in Westminster today as MP for Wolverhampton South East. Pat McFadden said that the ‘Project’ could primarily be understood through the prism of personality: Tony Blair ‘was, like Ashdown, a big leader … and he believed in a Big Tent’.

Paddy Ashdown’s first general election as leader of the Liberal Democrats was in many ways one of political containment, following the trauma of unification with the SDP in 1988. However, within days of the result, and with Labour in flux, Ashdown delivered a landmark speech in Chard in Somerset on the need for a new, non-Socialist, centrist approach to British politics. Looking back, in 2013, on the post-1992 period, he described his feeling that a bi-partisan approach was necessary, as ‘we genuinely feared defeat again to the Tories … everyone believed this, including Tony, until his phone call to me at a Somerset secondary school on the day before the 1997 election’.

Roger Liddle was a key bridge between the two parties during the era and an advocate of cooperation from within both: he described himself as having ‘ratted and re-rated’ à la Winston Churchill, after leaving Labour to join the SDP and then the Lib Dems, before being lured back by his good friend Peter Mandelson, following Tony Blair’s rise to power. He described his sadness at Neil Kinnock’s defeat, despite being a Liberal Democrat candidate that year in North Hertfordshire, because, he said, he sensed common purpose between the two parties. Throughout the period Liddle retained strong friendships and a network of powerful connections in both parties.

Pat McFadden said that the ‘Project’ failed critically in two out of three respects. He felt that ‘leadership, arithmetic and subject’ were the three factors that ‘mattered’, but that although the first was strong, failures in the latter two aspects doomed the project.

Ashdown and Blair, he felt ‘were “big leaders” who believed in something transformational’. Blair liked and trusted Ashdown, and felt that, like himself, he was an outsider to his own party. However, the ‘arithmetic’ of Labour’s domination in
Westminster after the 1997 landslide precluded further cooperation, and he sensed that Blair underestimated the importance of forces throughout the Labour Party resistant to cooperation with liberals and unenthusiastic about the case for electoral reform.

A key subject of connection between the two groups was the desire to reform the voting system. Despite four powerful parliamentary majorities, the Conservative popular vote in the 1980s and 1990s was always smaller than that accumulated by Labour and the Liberal Democrats combined.

Pat McFadden described Tony Blair’s feeling that ‘the divide in the progressive vote had allowed a period of mostly Conservative dominance’.

In his 1979 Dimbleby Lecture, Roy Jenkins – liberal Labour Home Secretary and founding father of the SDP – had famously outlined the case for electoral reform, and its importance in defending a strong political centre, from the irrational whims of the extremist factions of Britain’s two right and left-wing parties. Jenkins was an influential figure for many modernising figures within the Labour Party throughout the 1980s and ’90s, and was a figure of inspiration for many in the Liberal Democrats, both in terms of constitutional matters and other areas.

In the early years of Blair’s government, there was limited cooperation between Liberal Democrats and Labour over the issue of constitutional reform, and in 1998 Jenkins delivered a radical report on electoral reform, recommending a form of ‘AV Plus’. However, it ultimately foundered on the apathy of the Labour Party: whilst modernisers like incoming Foreign Secretary Robin Cook signalled support, many conservative elements inside it did not, notably Cabinet members John Prescott and Gordon Brown. Indeed, according to Liddle, even moderate members of Labour were sceptical, because they feared that, under PR, Labour would be usurped as the party of the centre-ground by the Liberal Democrats.

Blair’s attitude to electoral reform remained ambiguous; indeed, according to Steve Richards, who said he had interviewed the new Labour leader extensively during the period, he was ultimately negative throughout, even in the mid-1990s. Ashdown noted that, once in government and as time went on, it became clear that Blair ‘was not a pluralist … he wanted power for himself’.

Paddy Ashdown felt that electoral reform was the ‘critical framework’ within which the realignment of the left could occur and without it the ‘Project’, as a whole, was undermined.

McFadden stated that whilst PR was an area of common interest, it was not a strong enough ‘subject matter’ in itself and that there was a lack of common purpose in other areas that New Labour felt were important: public services, pensions and other domestic issues. According to McFadden, whilst Blair had faith in Ashdown, he had little faith in the Liberal Democrats as a whole, a suspicion that grew in the years of government as, under Ashdown and later Charles Kennedy, the Lib Dems opposed reforms to Higher Education and initiatives to provide greater administrative autonomy for schools and hospitals.
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Most notably, Liberal Democrats disagreed with Tony Blair over the 2003 Iraq war (though curiously not Ashdown, who was by then outside Westminster, as NATO High Representative in Bosnia). Pushed for a counter-factual historical analysis, Ashdown would not be drawn on how history might have been different. Instead he related a colleague’s anecdote of the first meeting between Chairman Mao and Henry Kissinger in the 1970s and the stochastic nature of history: asked how history would have been different had the Russian leader been assassinated in 1963 and not the American President, Mao reportedly stated that it was unlikely Mrs Kruschev would have ended up married to the Greek shipping magnate Onassis.

Mark Twain once remarked that ‘History does not repeat itself, but it does rhyme’. In that light, there has been much speculation that the cross-party relationship might be reconceived after the 2015 election, particularly if the ‘arithmetic’ test can finally be passed.

Liddle stated that the ‘Project’ ‘is not yet dead’ and that there was a strong chance that the two parties might be thrust together: as in the 1990s, the purpose remained unchanged – ‘dishing the Tories’.

McFadden was cool on the subject and warned against presumptive allocations of vote shares to parties long before people had voted: ‘it’s up to us as politicians to offer solutions to the ongoing challenges to people’s living standards’. Ashdown said that, for Liberal Democrats, pluralism could involve any party that believed in the national interest and liberal values, and he praised Nick Clegg’s flexible approach to coalition and his decision to take his lead from the electorate in 2010.

Pressed by Richards on his ultimate attitude to post-2015 cooperation with Labour, Ashdown referred to the transferable skills he had developed in the military and how they were of to use him in his later political career: ‘in my time in the Marines, I spent time in Borneo, and was trained in how to discover elephant traps – this is one!’
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